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WCC Photonews

Editor: w-news@worcscc.uk
Worcestershire Camera Club
Croome by Henry Tomsett

Chairman’s message
I speak for everyone in the Worcestershire Camera Club when I say how much we shall
miss Henry.
Reading the many tributes already appearing, the word which occurs more than any other
is “Gentleman”. How true! Henry was an old-fashioned gentleman, in the best sense of the
word; always kind, always generous with his time (which he gave freely), always
encouraging and good humoured in his comments.
Henry was an active member of the Club, heading the very able Technical team and also
organising the AV Group meetings. Whenever there was a club meeting or event Henry
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would be there. He would always provide several prints for the exhibitions too.
His calm, genial presence will be sorely missed by everyone who had the privilege of
knowing him.
Paul Mann Chairman WCC

Club programme
The next scheduled Thursday group is 19th
I am collating some of the July Digi Group meeting.
memories, pictures and
tributes already sent in by Our next phototrip is on Friday 29 June to
members for separate Monkey Forest and it’s not too late to join
publication and will also in… See the Members’ area for details.
let
members
know
How about setting up a phototrip yourself?
arrangements

in

due

course.

29 July is the date of the 3 Spetchley
workshops being run by Clive and WCC

In the meantime, if you team. Please do encourage your contacts
also have a favourite outside the club to join in and pass the
picture or memory to information on via social media.
share, please send it in.
Next week’s newsletter is the last before
Ruth the summer break. 6 August restart, so keep
sending in your news and pics!
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Diary

Competitions & exhibitions
The EEF Photography Competition 2018 is now open! Enter your photographs of UK
manufactured products, processes and people working in manufacturing to win a share of
£5,000!

It’s that time of year again…
The Wick confetti fields will be open from
29th June to 8th July. Please take careful
note of the terms of admission.
30 June Tenbury Music Festival
30 June - 28th July Droitwich Spa Artsfest lots of mostly free events over the coming
month. Launch is noon on 30th June.
.Check out 30 June and 1 & 28/9 July

Annual photography competition puts British manufacturing in the frame

motorsport events at Shelsley Walsh…
Photographers of all experience levels are being asked to capture the dynamism of
4 - 29 July: Spetchley Photography modern British industry as the 9th annual EEF Manufacturing Photography Competition
Exhibition
opens for entries.
The winners of the Michael Hardwick
Photography Competition will be on display This year the competition - in partnership with the GREAT Campaign - is asking
in the Learning Centre for you to admire. photographers to capture the bright future of British Manufacturing and champion the next
You will see not only the winning prints of a generation of talent and technology in the sector. Photographs can portray any stage of
'Splash of Colour' and a 'Secret Garden', but manufacturing - from design, process and technology in action through to the finished
also the ‘Best Of’ entries.
product – and feature individuals at work.
20-22 July Upton Blues .

There are four categories for photographers to enter: Next Generation, Future Technology,
Manufacturing Process and Manufacturing Product. The competition is free to enter and

On to 26th August Killed negatives

open to young, amateur and professional photographers alike.

15 June - 14 October Two exhibitions at Entries will be shortlisted by a panel of photography and industry experts, with winners
The Photographers’ Gallery, featuring announced at an awards event in London in November. Winning photographers will get
American photographer and filmmaker Alex their hands on a share of a £5000 prize fund and be in with the chance of having their
Prager and North East documentary photos on display in the national and local media.
photographer Tish Murtha.
Are you a photographer looking for a company to access? Are you a company that wants to
to 28 July - Shirley Baker at the provide access to photographers? We can help make the connection between
Photographers' Gallery. If you can't get manufacturers and photographers. Contact coneill@eef.org.uk for further details.
along there, do download the catalogue
(link at bottom of page) and enjoy....

The competition closes for entries on Sunday 30th September. For more information and
to enter the competition, visit www.eef.org.uk/photo.

Don’t forget to check out the NGS pages to
see what’s open near you… Here’s a link to BJP Open Walls - deadline 13 September.
the next 28 days in Worcestershire to start
you off….

Pano Awards - open to amateur and pro.
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A flying visit
The indefatigable Barrie Glover ARPS DPAGB BPE3 WSDP2 has been busy again… I think the owlet below wins the “Aaaah” award!
After discussing the situation with some of the group a few days before the workshop it was decided that we should try to change the
format from the originally planned “Birds in the Studio” to one where we could photograph birds outdoors.
I put our ideas forward to the professional bird handlers with the added suggestion that a Vulture would be good photographic material if
they could provide one. This request was arranged with not one but two Vulture species.
We started our day with the opportunity to photograph an eight-week-old Tawny owlet, the owlet was really laid back and we all spent
quite some time with it.
Unfortunately, the light conditions were not favourable for good bird flight photography as it was a very bright sunny day.
Several of the birds had black with patches of white plumage which greatly adds to the problem of possible burn outs.
Our session went well and we had the opportunity to photograph several bird species both static and in flight.
We took a short break late morning while school children were given a flight demonstration, we were able to look on and take
photographs throughout.
Whilst two Harris Hawks were being demonstrated and their unusual team hunting habits described to the children, one of the two birds
in the flight arena made a hasty swoop on a Wood Pigeon dropping from the trees with it straight in among the kids; it was all over for
the pigeon in seconds.
Staff on duty handled the situation very well indeed with great sensitivity towards the children, the only problem was the mass of
pigeon feathers that were left behind which caused great interest to the Vultures that followed.
Tawny owlet
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with Liberty:
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Barrie Glover
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BPE3 WSDP2
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Eurasian
Eagle Owl,
Peregrine
Falcon,
Little

Owl,

Vulture
Barrie Glover
ARPS DPAGB
BPE3 WSDP2
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Great grey owl
Tawny eagle
Vulture

Barrie Glover
ARPS DPAGB BPE3 WSDP2
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Landscape conference
Duncan alerts us to this handily local upcoming event…
We would also like to wish Duncan well with his continuing recuperation.

Clive Haynes FRPS

Other news
PAGB News 210 is online - take a look.
Photography News latest issue.
My Modern Met has lots to read like this delightfully surreal set of images. You’ll also find
it ‘flipped’ into in the WCC Flipboard magazine along with lots of other great images and
articles. Do take a look through if you’ve not done so yet, there’s something for everyone!
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